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 mov and .m4v format project formats, the new HDRIiX 5.5 will help you be more productive, while the new Lumetri Color
Corrector will make you a pro! Industry-leading HDR Editing with Media Composer 6 A new timeline layer in HDRIiX 5.5

allows you to place imagery from different timelines side-by-side to compare them and assemble the sequence of your choice.
You can also use this timeline to blend, combine, and manipulate images, with new trimming, blending, and trim and balance

tools. In addition, you can now create and use a selection that you apply to the image, and use the selection as a mask to remove
parts of the image. A new Canvas Brush to pull and push your selection and a new Spline Brush to make sweeping selection or

erode or extend the selection will help you with some tricky effects. The new search and replace tools in the .mov and .m4v
format project formats will make it easy to find matching frames in your project and replace them with other footage. A New,
Simpler, Powerful Color Grading Workflow with Lumetri Color Corrector Now, when you’re working on a film or video post-
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production project, Lumetri Color Corrector makes it easy to connect to your footage and apply color correction to it. It’s as
easy as clicking the Open button on the footage editor, and then clicking the Open button on the Lumetri Color Corrector. And
in combination with HDRIiX 5.5, Lumetri Color Corrector will even make it easier to color grade. Lumetri Color Corrector is
the first color grading solution that combines the benefits of color grading and image editing, by offering real-time preview and
easy integration with video and audio clips. The new workflow is also flexible and powerful, helping you quickly get results with

out-of-the-box presets, apply a color grading curve, and fine-tune the result using the handy Exposure and Saturation sliders.
Make Complex Looks Even Easier with the New Non-Linear Curves A new Non-Linear Curves tool in HDRIiX 5.5 will help
you to create complex looks. Curve the brightness and color balance of your images, quickly and easily. Select the curve type

(linear, power, square 82157476af
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